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Halide ions have been received intense interest in charactering and understanding their implications in
atmospheric chemistry since they are related to the ozone destruction in the stratosphere. In the current
study, structures, thermodynamic properties, and spectroscopic signatures of hydrated bromide
Br�(H2O)n (n = 1–8) clusters are thoroughly studied and compared with available studies, the new global
minima were observed for the larger size Br�(H2O)7,8 clusters. The numbers of isomer increase with the
increasing water molecules, considering the growing complexity, the isomer populations of each size
clusters are provided under a wide temperature range, it was shown that different type of structures pos-
sess different temperature dependences. In addition, the bond order of different bond types of hydrated
bromide has been systematically investigated for the first time.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Halide-water cluster plays an important role in cluster science
because of their unique spectroscopic and thermodynamic proper-
ties. In addition, they are also related to the catalytic reactions of
ozone destruction in the atmosphere. These characteristics render
them a useful simplified model to study the macro phenomenon,
from the point of view of size, geometry, charge density, and spec-
troscopic details on chemical dynamics [1,2].

The structure and reactivity of water molecules with singly
charged halide ions have been extensively investigated by both
experiment and theory. Experimentally, size-selected halide ion-
water complexes were first studied using high pressure mass spec-
trometry [3,4] and photoelectron spectroscopy [5,6]. More
recently, infrared [7–9] and ZEKE [10,11] spectroscopies have been
applied to probe the structures and kinetics of anionic halide-
water clusters and their corresponding neutral counterparts. In
particular, the Johnson group conducted extensive experimental
work on a halide ion-water clusters via vibrational spectra and pro-
vided abundant spectroscopic data that yielded critical structural
information [1,7,12–21].

Computer simulations can help to provide essential insight into
the structures and dynamics of solvation shells around ions since
the experimental determination is generally difficult. The abun-
dance of experimental data on X�(H2O)n, (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) clus-
ters [1,7,12–21], motivated the theoreticians to use different
methods, ranging from the empirically constructed potential
energy surfaces [22–24] to quantum chemistry calculations [25–
37], to explain the experimental findings.

In general, the potential energy surface of the hydrated
molecular clusters supports a large number of minima, and the
task of finding the lowest one is difficult and tedious. The min-
ima are obtained through manual search in many studies. How-
ever, this method is less reliable for the large molecular systems
with multiple local minima, which has motivated researchers to
use various global optimization techniques to seek the local
minima.

Neogi et al. evaluated the structures of halide-water clusters by
stochastic search-based genetic algorithm in conjunction with
density functional theory (GA-DFT) method [25]. Head-Gordon
and coworkers [28] studied the effect of charge transfer of Cl-
H2O dimers using the absolutely localized molecular orbital
(ALMO) model. Jahangiri et al. described the interatomic interac-
tions of halide hydration via self-consistent charge density
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functional tight binding (DFTB) method [33]. Kim et al. adopted
time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) to obtained
the absorption maxima of Br�(H2O)n clusters for the transitions
from the ground states to the first excited states [29,31,32].
Recently, Jiang utilized the Basin-Hopping algorithm together with
DFT (BH-DFT) to study the structures and energetics of Br�(H2O)n
clusters [26,27]. All of these methods are effective for investigating
the halide hydrated clusters and these works indeed provide a
comprehensive probe for the micro solvation of halide ion. How-
ever, the detailed bonding order investigations are rarely report
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Fig. 1. Optimized low-lying geometries of Br�(H2O)n (n = 1–5) at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVT
the minimum energy isomer at 0 K and 1 atm. I, II,. . .V represent n = 1, 2, . . .5. Red tex
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of thi
since the interactions present in the clusters are coupling effects,
which may lead to many interesting properties.

In the current work, modified BH-DFT method (a new com-
pressed sampling skill was introduced [42]) has been employed
to study the properties of hydrated bromide clusters and extent
to the larger size, additionally, for the first time, temperature effect
of different isomers with same size are studied at a relatively wide
temperature range (50–450 K), the bond order of both the hydro-
gen bonds and hydrogen-halogen interactions of hydrated bromide
clusters are also determined.
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2. Methodology

The BH algorithm was employed to search the hydrated bro-
mide cluster structures. This method has been successfully
adopted to explore the structures of atomic clusters [38–41].
Recently, a new compressed sampling [42] was introduced in the
BH code [42], we performed an extensive search for the potential
energy surface of Br�(H2O)n (n = 1–8) clusters using the modified
BH algorithm.

The gradient-corrected Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [43]
exchange correlation functional together with the double numer-
ical polarized (DNP) basis set with effective core potentials
(ECPs) is used to generate the isomer populations, as imple-
mented in the DMol3 code [44] with a medium level conver-
gence criterion.

Hundreds of structures were searched for each size of clusters.
All of the isomers for each size cluster were ranked according to
their relative energies; top twenty isomers in each species were
picked and first optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level. The
stable isomers from the first optimization were then selected and
further optimized by the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory [45]
to get the final configurations. Harmonic vibrational frequencies
were calculated to confirm that the obtained isomers are the true
minima.
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Fig. 2. Optimized low-lying geometries of Br�(H2O)n (n = 6, 7) at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
minimum energy isomer at 0 K and 1 atm. VI and VII represent n = 6, 7. Red text indicat
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Single-point energy (SPE) calculations were performed at rela-
tively higher theory, MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ. Theoretical vertical
detachment energy (VDE) for each species was calculated as the
energy difference between the anion and neutral at the optimized
anion’s configuration. The zero-point energy correction (ZPE) was
calculated at 0 K, the thermodynamic parameters were obtained
at 1 atmosphere and 298.15 K. All calculations were implemented
in the Gaussian 09 package [46]. The bond order calculations were
performed at B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, B3LYP/cc-pVTZ levels, and their aug-
mented with diffusion functions: B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVTZ levels, as implemented in the Multiwfn code [47].

3. Theoretical results

Our BH-based searching method generated numerous local
minima for Br�(H2O)n (n = 1–8) clusters. The optimized low-lying
structures together with their relative energies (within
5 kcal mol�1, without ZPE correction) are presented in Figs. 1–3
and S2. The global minima of the pure water clusters (H2O)1–9
are depicted for comparison in Fig. S1. All of the geometries were
verified by the harmonic frequency calculations at the B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. An overview of all the structures sug-
gested that the Br�(H2O)n(n = 1–8) clusters prefer surface
solvation.
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3.1. Br�(H2O)1

The only structure obtained for Br�(H2O)1 possesses an asym-
metric structure (Cs symmetry), where one H is attached to the
Br� ion and the other remains free, forming an ionic hydrogen
bond OAH� � �Br� (hydrogen-halogen interaction). The structure is
consistent with that obtained by previous study [34,36].

3.2. Br�(H2O)2

The minimum energy isomer possesses C1 symmetry, which is
yielded two OAH� � �Br� weak interactions. The two OAH� � �Br�
interactions are not of equal strength, 2.63 Å and 2.34 Å, respec-
tively. Two water molecules are attached with an OAH� � �O hydro-
gen bond, which is much smaller (2.16 Å) than the OAH� � �Br�
interaction. The structure can be viewed as a triangle shape, which
is similar to the previous work [34,36] as well as the water trimer
(Fig. S1).

3.3. Br�(H2O)3

The minimum energy isomer of the Br�(H2O)3 cluster adopts a
C3 pyramidal structure, with a ring formed by three water mole-
cules. The ring forms the base of a trigonal pyramid with the Br�

ion at its peak. A significant structural difference is found between
the global minima and the competing local minimum (III b), which
possesses planar Cs symmetry, similar to the water tetramer in
Fig. 3. Optimized low-lying geometries of Br�(H2O)n (n = 8) at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ le
minimum energy isomer at 0 K and 1 atm. Red text indicates the structure of the interior
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. S1. The second-hydration-shell structures (III b and III c)
appear in this system.

3.4. Br�(H2O)4

The lowest energy isomer of Br�(H2O)4 cluster has a pyramidal
(C4) configuration, where the Br� ion sits at the apex of pyramid
with the four water monomers arranged so that each has two
hydrogen bonds with neighboring water molecules and one ionic
hydrogen bond to the Br� ion. All four water molecules involved
in OAH� � �O interactions, giving the structure its stability. The Br�(-
H2O)4 cluster favors the 3D configuration, which is inconsistent
with the pure water pentamer (planar pentagon) in Fig. S1.

3.5. Br�(H2O)5

The structure of the minimum energy isomer has four water
molecules disposed nearer to the Br� ion (Br�(H2O)4 motif) and
one far from it. The addition water molecule is involved in one
OAH� � �O and one OAH� � �Br�interaction. Our predicted minimum
energy isomer is in good agreement with the results obtained by
Kim et al. [31] In addition, the minimum structure proposed by
Gora [36] and Masamura [34] is similar to the isomer V-n, which
is 4.673 kcal mol�1 higher in energy in our study. The isomer V-
b, which is almost isoenergetic to the minimum one, changes the
orientation of hydrogen bond. Isomer V-c is similar to the
minimum energy isomer of the water pentamer, but the apex is
vel of theory, ordered by increasing relative electronic energy (in kcal mol�1) to the
type geometry. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
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a Br� ion instead of a water monomer. A secondary hydration shell
formed for most of the low-lying isomers.

3.6. Br�(H2O)6

For the global minimum, all of the water molecules are located
at the same position; the two water tetramers are formed and
share two water molecules. The overall structure is a cradle shape
involving five OAH� � �Br� as well as seven OAH� � �O interactions.
This result is in agreement with that obtained by Kim et al.
[29,31,32]. The isomer shows one water molecule located in the
secondary-hydration-shell. Additionally, isomer VI-l is similar to
the pure (H2O)7 cluster, as shown in Fig. S1.
Table 1
The binding energies at 0 K (DEe0K), ZPE-corrected relative energies at 0 K (DE00K), Gibbs free
298.15 K (DU298.15K), and entropies at 298.15 K (DS298.15K) for Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–4 and the

Isomers DEe0K DE00K DG298.15K DH298.15K

I-a �12.27 �11.18 �5.97 �11.93
II-a �24.69 �21.25 �9.90 �22.69

III-a �38.01 �31.60 �11.15 -33.95
III-b �36.85 �31.17 �12.21 �33.19
III-c �35.81 �30.24 �12.09 �32.18
III-d �35.21 �29.92 �11.82 �31.69

IV-a �50.54 �40.91 �15.39 �44.28
IV-b �49.37 �40.59 �14.73 �43.64
IV-c �47.50 �39.22 �15.36 �41.86
IV-d �47.83 �39.58 �15.30 �42.24
IV-e �47.37 �39.53 �14.54 �41.99
IV-f �47.83 �39.58 �16.11 �42.24
IV-g �47.50 �39.23 �13.73 �41.87
IV-h �46.85 �38.82 �15.29 �41.34
IV-i �45.84 �38.29 �16.84 �40.57

a The first experimental values are obtained by Hiraoka et al. [3] and the second are

Table 2
The binding energies at 0 K (DEe0K), ZPE-corrected relative energies at 0 K (DE00K), Gibbs free
298.15 K (DU298.15K), and entropies at 298.15 K (DS298.15K) for Br�(H2O)5 and Br�(H2O)6. (

Isomers DEe0K DE00K DG298.15K

V-a �62.17 �50.48 �23.10
V-b �62.05 �50.44 �22.25
V-c �57.47 �47.29 �22.10
V-d �60.21 �49.09 �23.28
V-e �59.21 �48.07 �24.44
V-f �58.86 �48.29 �21.50
V-g �58.91 �48.04 �21.23
V-h �58.58 �47.87 �23.00
V-i �58.34 �47.81 �22.32
V-j �58.34 �47.67 �23.38
V-k �58.18 �47.51 �22.84
V-l �58.24 �47.90 �21.09
V-m �57.61 �46.91 �22.73
V-n �57.50 �47.68 �21.00
V-o �56.65 �46.64 �22.48

VI-a �73.43 �58.90 �28.41
VI-b �72.97 �59.01 �28.54
VI-c �72.81 �58.77 �28.27
VI-d �71.59 �57.62 �27.05
VI-e �71.51 �57.54 �26.99
VI-f �71.28 �56.87 �25.61
VI-g �71.10 �57.57 �28.76
VI-h �71.04 �56.67 �26.01
VI-i �70.74 �57.18 �27.83
VI-j �70.45 �56.80 �27.39
VI-k �70.09 �56.59 �27.89
VI-l �69.84 �56.36 �25.65
VI-m �69.77 �56.83 �28.55
VI-n �69.68 �56.01 �26.73
3.7. Br�(H2O)7

Isomer VII-a is similar to the global minimum of water cubic
(H2O)8, but one apex is replaced by a Br� ion. This structure is
also in agreement with the cubic shape of F�(H2O)7 and Cl�(H2-
O)7, recently reported by Matsuzawa et al. [48]. The relative
energy of the following competitive isomer VII-b is less than
1 kcal mol�1. The majority of structures favor surface solvation,
except the isomers VII-g, VII-h, VII-j, and VII-k. These isomers
are higher in energy (4 kcal mol�1) than the minimum energy
structure. The minimum energy cubic shape structure of Br�(H2-
O)7 is different from previous result [49], which has two sub-
clusters composed from the water trimer and tetramer. However,
energy at 298.15 K (DG298.15K), enthalpies at 298.15 K (DH298.15K), thermal energies at
experimental enthalpies (DHexp) and Gibbs free energies (DGexp). (in kcal mol�1).

DU298.15K DS298.15K DHexp
a DGexp

a

�11.34 �45.64 �11.7, �12.6 �7.3, �7.0
�21.51 �63.90 �23.3, �24.9 �13.6, �12.5

�32.18 �80.62 �34.7, �36.4 �18.2, �16.6
�31.41 �82.44
�30.40 �83.32
�29.92 �83.55

�41.91 �98.25 �45.7, �47.3 �21.4, �19.5
�41.27 �99.23
�39.49 �100.82
�39.87 �101.20
�39.62 �101.26
�39.87 �101.20
�39.50 �100.83
�38.97 �101.08
�38.20 �102.4

obtained by Arshadi et. al. [48].

energy at 298.15 K (DG298.15K), enthalpies at 298.15 K (DH298.15K), thermal energies at
in kcal mol�1).

DH298.15K DU298.15K DS298.15K

�54.41 �51.45 �116.54
�54.32 �51.36 �116.78
�50.26 �47.29 �121.08
�52.74 �49.78 �117.39
�51.63 �48.67 �117.66
�51.36 �48.39 �121.73
�51.45 �48.49 �117.90
�51.24 �48.28 �118.61
�50.98 �48.02 �119.19
�51.55 �48.59 �116.69
�50.87 �47.91 �119.08
�51.10 �48.14 �118.59
�50.22 �47.26 �119.36
�50.53 �47.57 �120.32
�49.45 �46.49 �122.06

�63.60 �60.05 �134.52
�63.51 �59.96 �134.38
�63.40 �59.85 �134.44
�62.12 �58.56 �135.90
�62.05 �58.49 �137.23
�61.87 �58.31 �139.47
�61.75 �58.20 �136.69
�61.32 �57.76 �134.51
�61.40 �57.85 �134.60
�61.06 �57.51 �136.00
�60.77 �57.22 �134.26
�61.23 �57.68 �137.41
�60.71 �57.16 �136.11
�60.20 �56.65 �141.31



Fig. 4. The calculated vertical detachment energies under both MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
(VDEs-M) and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ (VDEs-B) levels of theory, compared with the
VDEs experimentally determined by Cheshnovsky (Ref. [5]) and the theoretical
VDEs previously reported by Neiog et al. (Ref. [25]). The calculated adiabatic
detachment energies (ADEs) are also included for the Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–8 clusters.
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the energy of the similar isomer (VII-t) is much high than the
cubic shape isomer.

3.8. Br�(H2O)8

The minimum energy isomer is similar to that of Br�(H2O)6,
where eight water molecules are located at the same position;
the two water cubes share two water molecules in common. Ayala
et al. predicted that the structure of Br�(H2O)8 cluster is formed by
two water sub-clusters of four units with the Br� ion in the middle
[49]. However, this isomer is less stable (VIII s,�3.56 kcal mol�1) in
our study. In addition, the relative energy of the isomer VIII b is
0.29 kcal mol�1 differences to the lowest one, implies that the
energy difference on the potential energy surface is decreasing.

4. Discussion

4.1. Structures: surface (S) vs interior (I)

According to conformation of the water molecules near the
anion, two general types of configuration are produced. One is
the surface (S) type, which is corresponds to the Br� ion located
on top of the water molecules, and the other one is interior (I) type,
where the water molecules surround the anion. The optimized
clusters both for S and I types of Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–8 are shown in
Figs. 1–3, and Fig. S4. Most of the minimum energy isomers of each
size are classified as S type.

During the searching process, two isomers (cyclic shape, C1 and
linear structural, C2h) are found for Br�(H2O)2 clusters, which can
be viewed as the precursors of the S and I type configurations,
respectively. However, no stable I type geometry for Br�(H2O)2
because of the linear structural isomer (transition state, TS) was
a saddle point on the potential energy surface, as shown in Fig.
Table 3
The binding energies at 0 K (DEe0K), ZPE-corrected relativeenergies at 0 K (DE00K), Gibbs free
298.15 K (DU298.15K), and entropies at 298.15 K (DS298.15K) for Br�(H2O)7 and Br�(H2O)8. (

Isomers DEe0K DE00K DG298.15K

VII-a �85.78 �68.38 �33.73
VII-b �84.80 �67.66 �32.92
VII-c �83.34 �65.99 �33.24
VII-d �83.11 �66.92 �33.51
VII-e �83.07 �66.47 �32.94
VII-f �82.61 �65.93 �33.04
VII-g �82.00 �65.83 �33.23
VII-h �81.63 �64.61 �32.60
VII-i �81.58 �65.32 �31.78
VII-j �81.41 �65.25 �31.46
VII-k �81.40 �64.74 �32.48
VII-l �81.00 �64.28 �33.36
VII-m �80.98 �64.65 �31.40
VIII-a �95.57 �75.63 �37.70
VIII-b �95.27 �75.41 �37.30
VIII-c �95.05 �75.83 �36.97
VIII-d �94.76 �75.26 �36.19
VIII-e �94.65 �74.82 �34.56
VIII-f �94.50 �75.17 �36.34
VIII-g �94.43 �74.94 �35.63
VIII-h �94.31 �74.89 �35.86
VIII-i �94.28 �75.40 �36.28
VIII-j �94.17 �74.71 �34.84
VIII-k �93.92 �74.31 �34.75
VIII-l �93.88 �74.74 �35.78
VIII-m �93.73 �75.27 �37.51
VIII-n �93.53 �74.57 �36.75
VIII-o �93.44 �74.38 �35.27
VIII-p �92.88 �73.76 �34.94
VIII-q �92.72 �74.62 �37.43
VIII-r �92.70 �73.60 �34.72
S4. For Br�(H2O)3, the I type structure was stable under currently
employed smaller basis set B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory,
whereas the isomer converges to the S type when performing fur-
ther optimization under B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level.

For both the Br�(H2O)4 and Br�(H2O)5 clusters, the S type iso-
mer corresponds to a pyramidal configuration of n water mole-
cules, whereas the I type corresponds to the configuration with a
pyramid formed by n-1 water molecules on one side of Br� and a
single water monomer on its other side. Moreover, for the
Br�(H2O)5 cluster, there is another I type configuration (V-o) pre-
sented in Figs. 1 and S4, where the water trimer and water dimer
are separated by the Br� ion.
energy at 298.15 K (DG298.15K), enthalpies at 298.15 K (DH298.15K), thermal energies at
in kcal mol�1).

DH298.15K DU298.15K DS298.15K

�75.48 �70.33 �149.54
�74.45 �69.30 �150.77
�73.70 �67.55 �150.84
�74.07 �67.93 �152.72
�74.81 �67.66 �152.42
�73.29 �67.14 �153.67
�74.99 �66.84 �151.79
�75.10 �65.96 �153.49
�75.41 �66.26 �151.83
�73.27 �66.12 �154.28
�75.12 �65.97 �153.84
�72.82 �65.68 �154.93
�72.76 �65.61 �153.63
�82.03 �77.29 �168.68
�81.87 �77.13 �168.81
�81.89 �77.15 �168.29
�81.61 �76.87 �169.11
�81.28 �76.54 �169.77
�81.34 �76.60 �169.33
�81.31 �76.57 �169.97
�81.11 �76.37 �170.00
�81.47 �76.73 �172.43
�81.04 �76.30 �170.09
�80.65 �75.91 �169.54
�80.83 �76.09 �170.01
�81.18 �76.44 �171.34
�80.53 �75.79 �171.24
�80.37 �75.63 �169.92
�79.66 �74.93 �170.28
�80.13 �75.39 �172.31
�79.73 �74.99 �172.00
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For Br�(H2O)6, there are many configurations for the S type
geometry, the cradle shaped pyramid is considered to be the global
minimum, which contains three water molecules interacting more
strongly with the Br� than the other three. The I configuration is
characterized by two separate sub-clusters, each consisting of
three water molecules, with the Br� ion sitting in the middle,
and the Br�–H2O distance shortened relative to the S geometry.
For the cluster of Br�(H2O)7, the minimum energy isomer pos-
sesses cubic shape, which can be viewed as the S type geometry,
only one I type geometry was found. Similarly results were
observed for the Br�(H2O)8 cluster. For almost all of the I type
geometries of each size of clusters, especially for the larger size
clusters, the sub-clusters contain three or four water molecules
are more stable.

In general, the structural transition from S type to I type can be
detected by breaking one of the hydrogen bonds in the hydration
network and replacing it with a stronger halogen-hydrogen bond.
Comparison of the two types of geometries, the S type configura-
tion is more compact to that of I type, and the Br�–O distance
decreases with increasing cluster size, whereas the distance
increases for the interior type configuration. In addition, consider-
ing the stability of the structures, S type configurations are ener-
getically more stable, whereas the interior type was found to
have lower vibrational frequencies.

Compared to our recently study on Cl�(H2O)n species [26,27],
the structures of the various Br�(H2O)n isomers are almost similar
to those of the corresponding Cl�(H2O)n isomers for n = 1–4. How-
ever, for n = 5, 6, the configuration of low-lying isomers of Br�(H2-
O)n are somewhat different from that of Cl�(H2O)n. X�(H2O)n [X = F
to I] have been thoroughly studied using high level ab initio calcu-
lations by Kim and coworkers [29–32]. These systematic works
have compared the structures of the different halide-water clusters
and found a distinctive difference between F�(H2O)n clusters and
X�(H2O)n, (X = Cl to I). The minimum energy clusters of Cl�(H2O)n,
Br�(H2O)n, and I�(H2O)n show similar symmetry and tend to have
surface type structures with strong hydrogen bonds between
Fig. 5. The simulated photoelectron spectra of the minimum energy isomer of Br�(H2O)n
structures for each cluster.
water molecules. Whereas for the F�(H2O)n clusters, the minimum
energy isomer of each size tends to favor the interior type config-
uration with strong interactions between F� and water but with
negligible interaction between water molecules. The abnormal
phenomenon observed in hydrated fluoride ion may be attributed
to its small radius and high electronegativity. Among the halides,
fluorine has the smallest atomic radius and highest electronegativ-
ity. Thus, the interaction between the fluoride ion and water mole-
cules is strongest when compared to the same for other halides (Cl,
Br, I). As the electronegativity decreases and the atomic radius
increases from Cl to I, the hydrogen bonding interaction between
these halide ions and water molecules gradually decreases, while
the interaction solely between the water molecules gets stronger.
As a consequence, their halide clusters tend to have surface type
configuration.

4.2. Thermodynamics: stepwise bromide hydration

The calculated 0 K binding energies with zero point energy
(ZPE) correction (DEe0K), binding energies without ZPE correction
(DE00K), and the calculated 298.15 K thermodynamic parameters,
including Gibbs free energy (DG298.15K), enthalpies (DH298.15K),
thermal energies (DU298.15K), and entropies (DS298.15K), for isomers
of Br�(H2O)1–8 clusters are given in Tables 1–3. The binding ener-
gies are calculated using the following equation:

DEn ¼ En � n� EH2O � E�
Br

All of the thermodynamic parameters are calculated in a similar
way. In addition to the minimum energy structures, the values of
the top low-lying isomers are also presented. Furthermore, the
experimentally determined Gibbs free energy (DGexp) and the
enthalpies (DHexp) of Br�(H2O)1–4 clusters are also included in
Table 1 for direct comparison.

Overall, the calculated thermodynamic values are consistent
with the experimental values [3,50]. Compared to the DH, there
is less agreement between the theoretical DG and experimental
, n = 1–8 clusters at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The insets show the corresponding
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values. In particular, the extent of agreement with the experimen-
tal values is decreases with increasing water molecules.

As shown in Tables 1–3, the thermodynamic parameters
decrease monotonously with the increasing water clusters. The rel-
ative binding energy is in negative value, implies that the stepwise
Br� ion hydration is an exothermic reaction. The trends in stepwise
enthalpies (DH) can be inferred by considering the number of
newly formed hydrogen bonds at each hydration step. In the cur-
rent study, from Br�(H2O)1 to Br�(H2O)8 cluster, the numbers of
newly formed hydrogen bonds for the minimum energy isomer
(S type) are given the sequence of 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 3, 0, and 3. A pretty
stable structure is formed at Br�(H2O)7 (compact cubic shape).
Compared to the Br�(H2O)6 cluster, no new hydrogen bonds are
formed. Meanwhile, the magnitudes of the DH changes at Br�(H2-
O)7 are also greater than the previous step, as shown in Tables 2
and 3. This extra stabilization is due to the construction of a
cubic-shape structure with only three water monomers connected
to the Br�, whereas four water monomers bound to the Br� ion
observed at Br�(H2O)6 cluster. Then, a sharp decrease of DH at
Br�(H2O)8, where three more hydrogen bonds are formed.

As mentioned above, stepwise trend in DH for the minimum
energy S type isomer can be explained through the above sequence
Fig. 6. The simulated infrared spectra of the minimum energy isomer of Br�(H2O)n, n
structures for each cluster.
of newly formed hydrogen bonds due to the hydrogen bonds are
formed not only between solute and solvent molecules, but also
among the water molecules themselves. Compared with the prior
size of cluster, the additional water monomer could weaken the
ion-solvent interactions and thus the stepwise DH may gradually
decreases with the increasing cluster size.

4.3. Spectroscopic signatures

4.3.1. Photoelectron spectral simulations
The calculated vertical detachment energies (VDEs) under dif-

ferent levels of theory together with their corresponding experi-
mental determined VDEs and the previous theoretical VDEs are
presented in Fig. 4 and Table S1. The experimental VDEs were
determined by photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) [5,6]. The VDE
increases with the increasing cluster size. There is good agreement
between the employed theoretically determined values and the
experimental values. Furthermore, the VDEs obtained from the
B3LYP level are also in great agreement with the values obtained
from the MP2 level. The adiabatic detachment energies (ADEs)
are consistent with the VDEs and a little smaller (�0.1–0.2 eV)
than the VDEs. A previous theoretical study [25] showed that the
= 1–8 clusters at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The insets show the corresponding
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VDE increase from n = 1 to n = 5 and then decrease at n = 6, which
is in disagreement with the experimental results and our findings,
as shown in Fig. 4. This is also demonstrated that the theoretical
method (BH-DFT) we employed is effective in predicting structures
and energetics.

To direct compare with the experimental spectra, we simulated
the PES spectra of the minimum energy isomer of each size. The
simulated spectra revealed that the electron binding energy
monotonically increases with the cluster size up to n = 8, as shown
in Fig. 5. Previous study showed that the experimental PES spectra
are all broad [5], and the contributions may from the various iso-
mers. However, the simulated PES spectra are relatively simple
and contain one or two unresolved peaks because of the simulated
spectra are density of state (DOS) spectra to some extent and
exclude the excited electronic states.

4.3.2. Infrared spectra simulations
The vibrational modes of Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–8 clusters are

detected by the simulated infrared (IR) spectroscopy (Fig. 6), the
IR spectra of pure water clusters (H2O)n, n = 1–9 are also shown
in Fig. S3. In order to comparison, the details of vibrational
frequencies are presented in Tables S2 and S3 in the Supplemen-
tary Materials.

The simulated spectra are plotted in the range from 5 to
4000 cm�1, which include most of the IR vibrational modes, such
as rocking, bending, and stretching. It has been found that, the
overall feature in Br�(H2O)n spectra is the gain in intensity of
OAH� � �Br� stretch at the expense of OAH� � �O stretch of water. This
is due to strengthening of ionic-hydrogen bonds and is marked by a
large red shift of the OAH stretching mode in the Br�(H2O)n cluster
system. These red shifted peaks are important in the OAH� � �Br�
interactions since they possess typical spectroscopic signatures.
Table 4
Vibrational frequencies (cm�1) of the minimum energy isomer of Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–8 cluster
theory.

Species O–Hb O–Hw

Br�(H2O)1 3418
Br�(H2O)2 3356;3648 3726

Br�(H2O)3 3570;3590 3676;3696

Br�(H2O)4 3638;3650;
3651;3674

3537;3582;
3583;3613

Br�(H2O)5 3421;3622;
3629;3643;
3722

3466;3528;
3541;3597;
3622

Br�(H2O)6 3500;3615;
3630;3638;
3660;3664;
3718;3731

3414;3544;
3559;3610;
3630

Br�(H2O)7 3400;3474;
3538;3545

3088;3126;
3280;3474;
3486;3634;
3647;3688;
3703

Br�(H2O)8 3509;3529;
3559;3585;
3591;3638;
3657;3692

3340;3369;3
476;3559;3585;
3591;3595;3726;
3759

a The values are come from the Neogi group (Ref. [25]).
b The values are come from the Johnson group (Ref. [21]).
Thus, the present discussion on the hydrated bromide cluster is
based on the OAH stretching.

The detailed vibrational frequency shifts for the minimum
energy isomer of Br�(H2O)n, n = 1–8 clusters in OAH stretching
region are shown in Table 4. For comparison, the experimental val-
ues given by the Johnson group [21] as well as the theoretical
results obtained by Neogi et al. [25] are also presented. As shown
in Table 4, the OAH stretching frequencies of Br�(H2O)n clusters
are classified as follows: (1) hydrogen bonded to another water
(OAHw), (2) hydrogen bonded to a bromide atom (OAHb), and
(3) the non-bonded free molecules (OAHf), respectively.

For the Br�(H2O)n clusters, the non-bonded free (OAHf) fre-
quency remains almost constant, the OAH� � �Br�bond (OAHb) is
extended significantly with respect to the Br� ion, and the OAHw

stretching frequencies showed a large red-shift compared to the
pure water molecules. The magnitude of the red-shift observed
varies with the size of the clusters. For the hydrated bromide clus-
ters, the extent of the shift follows the trend: OAHf < OAHw < -
OAHb. The OAH stretching frequency shows probable structural
arrangement when compared with the experimental value.
Because the OAHb strength is dependent on the strength of the
hydrogen-halogen interaction, the bonding features can be
interpreted.

The experimental results from the Johnson group [21] showed
small blue shifts in the positions of OAH� � �Br� stretches as the
cluster size increased from n = 3–6. The blue-shifted OAHb stretch
can be explained on the basis that an increase in the number of
water molecules in the cluster allows the OAHw bonds to regain
strength with slight weakening of the OAHb bonds. Our calculated
vibrational frequencies are consistent with the experimental
results; however, the frequencies from our theoretical predictions
are slightly blue-shifted relative to the experimental frequencies.
s in OAH stretching region. The values are obtained at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of

O–Hf Theo.a Exp.b

3857 3325;3476;3873 3241;3368
3848 3310;3388;3392;

3684;3744;3867
3250;3373

3373;3375;3416;
3605;3607;3622;
3698;3716;3717

3244; 3422

3412;3413;3441;
3574;3614;3617;
3645;3664;3674;
3680;3700

3245;3466;3567

3848 3297;3395;3417;
3432;3444;3450;
3503;3555;3578;
3627;3650;3659;
3679;3761;3873
3153;3313;3378;
3391;3416;3435;
3457;3477;3511;
3553;3575;3591;
3628;3668;3678;
3690;3719;3887

3872;3874

3853
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This blue-shift could be attributed to the harmonic approximation
used in the frequency calculation.

As shown in Table 4, no OAHf frequencies were found for the
Br�(H2O)n (n = 3, 4, 6) clusters, because of these structures are
more compact and no non-bonded free molecules are formed.
Compared with the theoretical results obtained by Neogi group
[25], the current study yields fewer stretching frequencies. This
could be attributed to the different theoretical method used and
slight difference exists in structures.
4.4. Temperature dependence and conformational population

The global minimum has the greatest weight in the ensemble of
energetically accessible conformers at 0 K. However, as the sys-
tems grow larger, the energy difference between the global min-
ima and other competing local minima decrease. In addition,
temperature effects also contribute to the stability order alterna-
tion of isomers. Hence, studying the temperature dependence
effects of isomer contributions provides a more accurate picture
of the relative isomer stability.

In previous studies, researchers [35,51–53] showed that the
thermodynamic properties of clusters depend on temperatures,
and the temperature effects contributed to the cluster formation.
For experimentalists, it is difficulty to perform the relevant exper-
iments at low temperatures, because of the wall loss problem [54].
With quantum chemistry calculations, we can obtain the data, and
Fig. 7. The conformational population change for the low-lying isomers of Br�(
the following results aid in predicting the effect of temperature on
the formation of Br�(H2O)n clusters.

The change in Gibbs free energy with temperatures from 50 to
450 K could have a large influence on the relative populations of
different isomers; thus, an effect of temperature on the relative
populations of isomers for Br�(H2O)n (n = 3–8) is expected. The
equations to calculate their relative populations at various temper-
atures are listed in follows:

pi
n ¼

exp �DDGin
RT

� �

P
i
exp �DDGin

RT

� �

DGi
n ¼ Gi

n � GBr� � nGW

DDGi
n ¼ DGi

n �minfDGi
ng

ð1Þ

where n and i represent the number of water molecule in a cluster
and the isomer order, respectively. Br� and W are separately given
for the abbreviation of bromide ion and water. pi

n is the relative

population of the ith isomer at one cluster size, DDGi
n is the Gibbs

free energy of the ith isomer compared to the most stable one, R
is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature. The conforma-
tional population depending on the temperature variance for Br�(-
H2O)n (n = 3–8) is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For each case of Br�(H2O)n
cluster, the weight of the lowest energy isomer decreases, whereas
the roles of the other low-lying isomers become competitive as the
temperature increases.
H2O)n, n = 3–6 depending on the temperature variance from 50 K to 450 K.



Fig. 8. The conformational population change for the low-lying isomers of Br�(-
H2O)n, n = 7, 8 depending on the temperature variance from 50 K to 450 K.
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For the case of Br�(H2O)3 cluster, as shown in Fig. 7, the weight
of the minimum energy isomer gradually decreases with the
increasing temperatures. Isomer III-a weighs more than any other
isomers below 80 K, and then weighs the least above 250 K. Isomer
III-b weighs the most between 100 and 300 K. Isomers III-b, III-c
and III-d are competing with each other above 300 K. For Br�(H2-
O)4, isomers IV-a and IV-g crossover at approximately 175 K; the
global minimum IV-a weighs more below 175 K, whereas isomer
IV-g weighs more above 175 K. The S type geometry and the I type
geometry are competitive at different temperatures. The confor-
mational population of other isomers is mainly unchanged with
increasing temperature, except isomer IV-b shows fluctuate
between 50 and 150 K.

The global minima of the smaller size clusters are taken as the
absolute advantages. In contrast to the Br�(H2O)3,4 cluster, isomers
V-a and V-b of the Br�(H2O)5 cluster occupy almost the same con-
formational population, 55% and 45%, respectively. However, start-
ing at 100 K, the population of isomer V-g (I type) sharply increases
with increasing temperature and obtains its highest weight at
300 K and then remains constant. For Br�(H2O)6, although the
population of the global minimum decreases with increasing tem-
perature, it still has the greatest weight among all isomers below
250 K. Above 300 K, isomers VI-g and VI-m (I type) became more
prevalent, where VI-m weighs more. The trends of the low-lying
isomers VI-b and VI-c are consistent with the global minimum
structure.

The global minimum structure VII-an of the Br�(H2O)7 cluster
makes up almost 100% of the population at 50 K, but its leading
role breaks at approximately 225 K, as shown in Fig. 8. The isomer
VII-d weighs more than any other low-lying isomers above 250 K.
Moreover, the strong temperature effect could be observed in the
less competitive role of VII-c, even though its relative energy is
close to the global minimum, (2.433 kcal mol�1). For Br�(H2O)8,
with the increasing temperature, the conformational population
of isomer VIII-a decreases, whereas isomers VIII-m and VIII-q
increase. The population of isomer VIII-q is dominant above
350 K. Isomer VIII-m increases below 200 K, and then decreases
above 250 K. The top low-lying isomers, such as VIII-b, VIII-c, and
VIII-d, show a relatively weak temperature effect.

As the temperature increases, the weight of the minimum
energy isomer is decreases, whereas that of the other low-lying
isomers increases. Moreover, the I type geometry shows strong
temperature dependence. Previous study indicated that the S type
solvation in small halide water clusters at 250–300 K temperatures
is dominant [55]. Therefore, S type clusters prevail over the I type
within the experimental temperature range where each cluster
was observed, although I clusters may also be present in some
proportion.

4.5. Bonding order analysis

There has been enormous interest of hydrogen bonds, due to its
importance to life. Although the hydrated bromide cluster is a rel-
atively simple molecular system, the interactions present in the
clusters are a combined effect of hydrogen bonding (OAH� � �O)
and hydrogen-halogen interactions (OAH� � �Br�) and may lead to
many interesting properties.

Bond order is a quantitative description of chemical bonds and
has been widely used to understand the nature of molecular elec-
tronic structures. However, most chemical bond/non-covalent
interaction studies focus on topological analysis, such as atoms in
molecules (AIM), and natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis [56],
there are no direct bond order values for this species. In this study,
we thoroughly investigate the Mayer bond order (MBO) [57],
Wiberg bond order (WBO) [58], Fuzzy bond order (FBO) [59], Mul-
liken bond order (MUBO) [60], Laplacian bond order (LBO) [61],
and the Multi-center bond order (MCBO) [62] of the series of Br�(-
H2O)n clusters for the hydrogen bonding order and the hydrogen-
halogen interaction bonding order at different levels of theory.
These bond order analysis methods are the most commonly used
methods. All of the bond order calculations are implemented in
the Multiwfn code [47].

Different bond orders as a function of water numbers at B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ levels are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
For comparison, the bond orders calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ
and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ levels are also presented in Figs. S5 and
S6. To test the accuracy of the method selected here, we calculated
the MBO of the Br�(H2O)1 cluster, and the bond orders within the
water molecules are 1.094 and 0.873, which are in agreement with
the empirical bond order. The reasonableness of MBO treatment
has been validated in a previous study [63].

Five different bond orders of the hydrogen bond (OAH� � �O) and
the hydrogen-halogen interaction (OAH� � �Br�) under the B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ level are shown in Fig. 9. For both the OAH� � �Br� interac-
tion and the OAH� � �O bonding, the overall trend of each order
agrees well with each other. For the hydrogen-halogen interactions
(Fig. 9(a)), the OAH� � �Br� bond length increases and the bond
order decreases with increasing water molecules. The WBO gives
the maximum value and the MUBO gives the least. The hydrogen
bond order OAH� � �O (Fig. 9(b)) shows the opposite result com-
pared to the OAH� � �Br� interactions. Although each curve shows
small oscillation, the calculated bonding orders increase with
increasing water molecules and decreasing bonding lengths. The
biggest difference of each bond order of the OAH� � �O bonding is
0.10, where the MUBO gives the biggest value and the FBO gives



Fig. 9. Different bond order analyses: Mayer bond order (MBO), Fuzzy bond order (FBO), Multi-Center bond order (MCBO), and Mulliken bond order (MUBO) of (a) the
hydrogen-halogen interaction O–H� � �Br�and (b) the hydrogen bond O–H� � �O in different sizes of hydrated bromide clusters, obtained at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
HHBL and HBL stand for the hydrogen-halogen bond length and the hydrogen bond length, respectively.
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the smallest, which is different from the hydrogen-halogen
interaction.

Four different bond orders of both the hydrogen bond
(OAH� � �O) and the hydrogen-halogen interaction (OAH� � �Br�)
are shown in Fig. 10. The Wiberg bond order (WBO) was excluded
under the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZlevel, since the values are much lar-
ger and no comparable with other bond orders. For both the
OAH� � �Br� interactions and the OAH� � �O bonding, the overall
trend of each order agrees well with each other, and similar to that
obtained under B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. For the hydrogen-halogen
interactions (Fig. 10(a)), the values obtained for MUBO are the least
for each size of clusters among all of the analyzed bond orders. For
the hydrogen bond order OAH� � �O (Fig. 10(b)), the results are the
opposite of the OAH� � �Br� interactions. The calculated bonding
orders increase with increasing water molecules and decreasing
bonding lengths. Similarly, the value obtained by MUBO is the
highest for each size of clusters among all of the analyzed bond
order methods.

We also calculated the different bond orders under smaller
basis set (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ levels) to check
whether the bond orders are sensitive to the basis set, as shown in
Figs. S5 and S6. It has been found that the values obtained under
the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level are almost the same to those
obtained under the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level, the values obtained
under B3LYP/cc-pVDZ are similar to those of B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level,
suggested that the bond orders are not sensitive to the basis set.
However, the values obtained at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level are larger
than those obtained at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level, similar results
were also found for the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
levels, suggested that the same method with or without diffusion
functions could affect the bond order values.
5. Conclusions

BH-DFT method was employed to search for the low-lying iso-
mers of Br�(H2O)n (n = 1–8) clusters. It was shown that the global
minimum of smaller size clusters agrees well with previous stud-
ies. For the relatively larger Br�(H2O)7,8 clusters, new global min-
ima were found. In addition, both the surface type and interior
type geometries are presented for each size of clusters, and the sur-
face solvation clusters are energetically more stable.

The thermodynamic parameters decrease monotonously with
an increasing number of water clusters. The thermodynamics anal-
ysis showed that the energy of order alternation caused by the
entropy effect, which has also been observed in Cl�(H2O)n clusters.
Additionally, the trend in the enthalpies (DH) of hydration is cor-
related to the number of newly formed hydrogen bonds.



Fig. 10. Different bond order analyses: Mayer bond order (MBO), Fuzzy bond order(FBO), Multi-Center bond order (MCBO), Wiberg bond order (WBO), and Mulliken bond
order (MUBO) (a) the hydrogen-halogen interaction O–H� � �Br�and (b) the hydrogen bond O–H� � �O in different size of hydrated bromide clusters, obtained at the B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVTZ level of theory. HHBL and HBL stand for the hydrogen-halogen bond length and the hydrogen bond length, respectively.
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For each case of the Br�(H2O)n cluster, the weight of the lowest
energy isomer decreases, whereas the role of the other low-lying
isomer become competitive as the temperature increases. For dif-
ferent types of geometry, the interior type geometries are domi-
nant at higher temperature. However, the conformational
population of S type is prevalentat a temperature close to that of
the experiment conditions.

Finally, the different bond order properties have been studied.
The overall trends of each bond order analysis method for both
the OAH� � �Br� interaction and the OAH� � �O bond are in agree-
ment. In general, for the hydrogen-halogen interaction, the
OAH� � �Br� bonding length increases, whereas the bonding order
decreases, with an increase in water molecules. The OAH� � �O bond
order shows the opposite result.
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